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INTRODUCTION

RSS (Really Simple Syndication) Feeds will benefit readers who would like to subscribe to timely updates from favored websites. Any content updates of the favored websites will be pushed into the readers’ email account when it becomes available.

Below is the guideline on how to RSS Feeds favorite subject from IIUM Library Catalogue and pushed the content to Microsoft Office Outlook emails account.

1. You may access the IIUM Library Catalog from this link http://eps.lib.iium.edu.my:8088/rooms/ OR from www.lib.iium.edu.my link, search and click Library Catalogue.

2. Click “Advanced Catalog Search”.

3. Click “Browse Search”
4. You may RSS Feeds by author, title, subject, series or periodical title. For example, enter “islamic architecture” and click “Subject”.

5. You will be directed to the hit list of “Islamic architecture”. Click “Islamic architecture”.
6. You will be directed to the list of materials under “Islamic Architecture”. Take note at the “XML”. Click the “XML” to RSS Feeds “Islamic architecture” subject.

7. Click “Subscribed to this feed”.

Search Library Catalog for | Islamic architecture |
You are viewing a feed that contains frequently updated content. When you subscribe to a feed, it is added to the Common Feed List. Updated information from the feed is automatically viewed in Internet Explorer and other programs. Learn more about feeds.

Impact of Islamic built environment criteria on the evolution and architectural character of the urban Hausa traditional house (Library Resource)

Today, January 21, 2010 12:00 AM | ∨ Delete this item
Available at | Material being cataloged
8. You will get prompt below. Click “Subscribe”.

9. You will receive notification window: “You’ve successfully subscribed to this feed!”

Search Library Catalog for (Islamic architecture)

Impact of Islamic built environment criteria on the evolution and architectural character of the urban Hausa traditional house (Library Resource)

Available at: Material being cataloged
10. You may check your Microsoft Office Outlook email account and all hit list will be pushed into RSS Feeds folder. Should there be any new titles on “Islamic architecture” subject; all titles will be pushed into “Search Library Catalog for {Islamic architecture}” folder. Click the preferred title to view the status and location. For example: book by Stierlin, Henri.

11. Check the book status and location. Click “View article”.

Available at: General [ Level 4: L-Z]

View article...
12. The link will bring you to the respective book’s details.

13. End.